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Permaculture Demystified at our October Meeting
By John Trent

Jennifer Sharrock drove down from Palmer to tell us how she walks the talk on the
practice of Permaculture. Jennifer and her husband John own Seeds and Soil Farm which
is a no till, no tractor and human scale agricultural enterprise. She is an Alaska Master
Gardener and holds a Master’s Degree and Advanced Teaching Certification in
Permaculture. She teaches courses on Permaculture design, market growing and does
garden coaching as well.
Most days Jennifer can be found using state of the art hand till technology for seeding,
transplanting and harvesting, She is making Alaska Grown seeds available that are
adapted to no till polyculture and regenerative methods.
Permaculture is an agriculture system that seeks to integrate human activity with natural
surroundings to create highly efficient self-sustaining ecosystems (Merriam Webster).
Jennifer says that Permaculture Design starts with proper placement of elements that
match your home landscape. Observation is key to identify the natural systems that are
already in place in order to improve your garden experience and yields.
Sustainable Agriculture is a horse of another color, says Jennifer. It is farming in
sustainable ways, which means meeting societies’ food and textile needs without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Permaculture was first described by Tasmanian David Holmgren in his book
Permaculture: Principles and Pathways beyond Sustainability (2002) but the idea goes
back to at least 1929.
Jennifer Sharrock can be reached at: seedsandsoilorganics@gmail.com.
Sixty-four members and guests attended the monthly meeting on October 8 th .
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Will's Ramble - Laid By

By Will Hightower

At the start of September, Monti was lamenting she would be glad when the high tunnels were “laid by”.
For you who are not familiar with the term “laid by”, it is an old farmer term dealing with the time in a
crop cycle when you cannot get into the field to cultivate, the crop plants are too large to weed and hoe.
I just did not have the heart to tell Monti that I had already started planting next year’s crops.I am always
in the learning stage of some garden crop. A couple years ago I finally got carrot production into my
brain. Right now I am working on garlic, a two year crop. Last year I planted the garlic crop too early and,
as a result, only two cloves made it through the winter. After consulting with Farmer Don, I learned that
garlic in a high tunnel should be planted after the ground outside freezes and before the ground in the
tunnel freezes. You don’t want the garlic to sprout.Two weeks ago it snowed and the outside ground
started to crust over, time to plant the 42 clove crop. So, it then started to rain and there is no sign of
snow or ground freezing. Right now it looks like another year of learning.

While in the tunnel planting, I thought to check
out the walking onions. Surprise! The onions had
become large clumps after a season or two, and
needed replanting. As a result of cleaning up the
mess I ended up with several rows of sprouting
onions, a large sack of cooking onions and
enough bulbuls to keep the house in green
onions forever. I decided to try growing green
onions this winter under a double tent setup
since winter does not seem to be in a hurry.The
corner of the shop where the worm farm resides
was a mess. I determined that it was past time to
clean up the area, a task that had not been
addressed for maybe five years and never in
depth. The worm farm has five trays which had
been rotated now and then, but not this year.
The first day was spent prying the trays apart and
cleaning out the castings (worm mud).
It is very important to get worm mud
processed, if allowed to dry it becomes much
like adobe and extremely difficult to mix into
other soils. A large portion of sand was mixed
into the mud and a smaller portion of peat.
The process kind of reminds me of hand
hoeing cement.What to do with a large batch of
worm soil? Think of a place to put it! I cleaned
out this year’s stalks in the raised bed
asparagus . This bed had sunk about 4 inches
in the last two years and the bed needed a
nutrient boost. Continued - Next Page
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Continued from previous page. That should get the soil primed for the next year’s crop!
The second day of worm farm cleaning involved addressing the garage area where the warm farm
resides. Our worms are fed lots of kitchen scraps. That results in liquid draining down through perforated
trays. The overflow from not emptying the drain bucket soon resulted in thick dark brown and slightly
odiferous goo. After several attempts at sweeping I found the ice chipper and peeled the worm cement
off the floor. In an attempt to avoid a repeat of the problem: NAPA now has one less large drain tray in
their inventory.
I still need to lay by the planting pots, turn the compost bins, and blow out water lines. Now, about the
buckets of carrots and beets, to say nothing about the trays of ripening tomatoes needing some sort of
processing. The potatoes still need to be sorted and stored.
Back in the stone age, when I was younger, I would snicker at my farmer uncles when they would come
visiting my folks, They would sit for a couple hours and actually visit, then they would have to go home to
check because “the hogs might have gotten out”. Think I should stop musing here and go see if the
carrots have gotten out. I have decided maybe to move into town and “laid by” myself. It was the only
way my uncles could break the cycle.
Disclaimer: Will's Rambles are published just as they are submitted to best capture the garden insight and personality of
the author.

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1970, 50% of all
turkey consumed was
during the holidays,
now just 29% of all
turkey consumed is
during the holidays as
more turkey is eaten
year-round.
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From the internet at:
https://web.extension.illinois.edu/turkey/turkey_facts.cfm

Calling all computer
people!
THE GARDEN CLUB NEEDS A
TECH PERSON!
The Garden Club is looking for someone to set up, record, and
oversee the audio and visual necessities for CPGC's general
meetings, as well as someone to be responsible for all electronic
equipment used by the club in it's community activities.
Some computer skills required for this position!
Please contact Mark Sheffert at cenpengardenclub@gmail.com

Submitted by Don St. John from
www.facebook.com
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GARDENING APPS CONNECT GARDENERS
From the internet at: https://news.uaf.edu/extension-releases-new-gardening-app/
Heidi Rader describes the new Grow & Tell app and website she developed as
“essentially Yelp for gardeners.”
The free app, which was released March 2017, allows gardeners in the United States
to see what vegetable varieties grow best in their areas based on what other
gardeners say. The app also invites gardeners to act as citizen scientists and rate the
varieties that they have grown for taste, yield and reliability.
Rader teaches gardening and farming as the tribes Extension educator for the
University of Alaska Fairbanks Cooperative Extension Service and the Tanana
Chiefs Conference. She also reaches gardeners and farmers from around the state
through distance-delivered courses.
Vegetable variety trials conducted in Fairbanks show what grows well here, she
said but not in other areas of the state.
“That works pretty well for me but not for people, say, in Arctic Village or Nome,”
she said. Rader hopes that lots of gardeners will rate crops, which will make the app
more useful for others. “It’s citizen scientists conducting variety trials where they
live,” she said.The app is available on the App Store for iPhones, Google Play for
android phones or as a website at www.growandtell.us. Development of the app was
funded by a grant from the eXtension Foundation to promote innovation in the
Cooperative Extension Service.
To keep the app free, Rader said, Extension will seek sponsorships to pay for
updates, fixes and regular maintenance. Additionally, event advertising can also be
purchased and targeted to app users locally, by state or nationally.Rader hopes to
expand the app to capture ratings on other plants used in the landscape and garden,
including trees, shrubs, flowers, fruits and berries.
The University of Alaska Fairbanks recognized Rader with a 2016 Invent Alaska
Award for her work on the app. Cornell University contributed ratings that it had
already collected as well as lessons learned from operating a similar citizen science
project. A Boston-based company, Geisel Software, built the app. For more
information, contact Rader at grow.andtell@alaska.edu.
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Are you hip on vermiculture? Have you received your worm castings call?
The byproduct of these little annelid digestives tubes is waiting to break out
and become a star in your organic garden next year! Come learn from Michael
Hicks, a local worm farm rancher and owner of Grandpa’s Worm Castings in
Kasilof about the treasures awaiting you in the poop of a worm!
Free and open to the public; bring a friend! Refreshments and sometimes door
prizes.
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Electric Fence Incentive
Program
Defenders of Wildlife
As we pack up our tools and plants for winter, it is never too early to consider how to make your
garden more 'fruitful' and safer for yourself and wildlife. Electric fences can keep hungry moose at
bay and deter even the hungriest bear come spring. Defenders of Wildlife plan to have a new
program ready for Alaskan gardeners this spring. AND they will help you pay for it!
Defenders of Wildlife is offering to reimburse 50% of the cost of an electric fence (up to $500) for
fencing in bear attractants, such as poultry and compost piles, and fencing bears OUT. Through
their Electric Fence Incentive Program, Defenders of Wildlife hope to discourage bears from
accessing these problem areas to reduce conflicts between humans and wildlife.
Jen Christopherson, the Alaska Program Coordinator, says the program is up and running in states
such as Wyoming, Idaho, and Washington State, but still in the works for Alaska. There are plans
for workshops this spring however.
"We are working on putting together advertising for the upcoming workshops that will be held in
March," she said via email. More information is expected to be available on this program in January
2020.
From the at internet: https://www.alaskapublic.org/2011/11/22/wild-alaskan-low-bush-cranberry-sauce/

To learn more about this program, visit http://defenders.org/got-grizzlies, or email Jen
Wild Alaskan Low-Bush Cranberry Sauce
Christopherson at jchristopherson@defenders.org.
sure
to contact Defenders of Wildlife
What you need for a nice sized Be
bowl
of sauce:
4
cups
of
cranberries
BEFORE purchasing materials to confirm your place on their reimbursement list!
A cup or so of water or juice so the berries don’t burn
A pot, stove and mixing utensil
Sweetener to taste and fun additional flavorings

Mix the cranberries and the water/juice in the pot and set over a medium heat. Stir frequently and make
sure that the berries are not burning on the bottom of the pot. The longer the berries cook the more
jam-like they will become. I like a good thick sauce and therefore let the cranberries cook for about half
an hour, or until all the extra water has evaporated out. The berries will start to pop and mush together,
a lovely swirl of autumn fragrance in the kitchen air. When the berries reach your desired consistency,
the cooking is complete.
Cranberry sauce is very easy to make, full of antioxidants and amazingly strong in taste. The berries
are also an easy ingredient to be creative with; try adding some of the following flavor mixes into your
sauce: Honey and fresh rosemary. Brown sugar, 3 cloves, a few chunks of fresh ginger and an apple or
pear chopped into small pieces. Maple syrup and a whole orange, peel included, chopped into small
pieces, a dash of cinnamon. A substantial amount of ground cardamom, nutmeg, cinnamon and clove
(plus brown sugar as the sweetener) results in a subtle but distinct chai-flavor. If you enjoy looking for
needles in haystacks, throw whole cardamom pods and cloves into the sauce and fish them out when
the cooking is suffice. Using whole nutmegs and a small grater also provides for better aromatic and
taste bud properties.
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Dr. Spady's
S I M P L E

T O X I C I T Y

S C A L E

Dr. George Spady has lived in Alaska for the last eleven years. He came here as a physician,
however his love of plants has transformed him into a healer that bridges traditional/ conventional
medicine and alternative medicine. Over the past eight years he has taught apprentices and others
in classes by using his knowledge to help people understand edible and medicinal plants.
On October 19th, people curious about Alaska's wild plants attended CPGC's Workshop with Dr.
Spady, "An introduction to medicinal herbs from the wilds of Alaska." During the 3 hour workshop,
we learned about mushrooms, fireweed, spruce trees, and more!
Highlighted in the talk was the importance of knowing your plants and taking things in moderation,
whether you're making a tea, tincture, poultice, or just a casual trail snack from wild flora. Dr. Spady
highlighted the toxicity scale above, a work of many years, as a way for the average joe to learn
about Alaska's wild plants.
You can download a free toxicity scale and explanatory PDF from Dr. Spady's website at
http://www.alaskanborealherbs.com/index.php/about-us/herbs-toxicity/simple-toxicity-scale.
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